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EVOLUTION OF THE STRATEGIST 
Use the chart and the descriptions below to diagnose the current level of Strategic Thinking.  
Then use the coaching questions to help yourself or others go to the next level. 

 
Hapless Victim: What happened? Has little to no clarity of surroundings and has virtually no goals other than 
to survive. Wanders around wondering why things always happen to them. Complains that they don’t have 
enough resources (e.g. time, money, and people) and blames external excuses (mandates, other people).  
 
Coach: What are the risks if we try? What are the risks if we don’t try? What could we do to reduce the risk? 
 
Blind Activist: So what! Has limited visibility to current conditions. Says, “Just Do It.” Acts more out of a 
reaction against a fear rather than towards something desirable. May have a solution looking for a problem, 
which probably isn’t relevant. Since there is little to no plan, often smacks into avoidable obstacles. Burns 
through resources quickly, begging for more resources every step of the way. Occasionally gets lucky. Even if 
an action is wrong, there is a chance to learn from mistakes.  
 
Coach: What is your goal? Are your current actions moving you closer or further? 
 
Focused Doer: What do I have to do now? Has a singular goal and a singular plan, but has tunnel vision so 
often achieves one aspect at great expense to another aspect. Generates momentum, but gets surprised by 
changing circumstances. Works harder, not smarter, sticking too long to a plan for the plan’s sake. Starts with 
a budget to stay within existing resources, but gets caught by “surprises” that really were foreseeable. 
 
Coach: What are our goals? How could you balance competing goals? How could you anticipate risks? 
 
Efficient Performer: What are my best plans? Is more clearly aware of surrounding conditions. Identifies a few 
key goals and balances performance across those goals. Creates plans to reduce risk and updates them as 
conditions change. Works smarter, making more progress faster towards goals. Focuses on the best use of 
resources, while working to get more. Incorporates risks into budgets, and invests some for the future. 
 
Coach: Think a few more steps ahead. What is likely to change? What relationships are needed for the future? 
 
Strategic Operator: What will be our best goals? Astutely aware of surroundings and anticipates changes to 
be prepared well in advance. Crafts an overall mission to take advantage of changing realities, with many 
contingency plans. Has the agility to “improvise, adapt and overcome.” Changes plans or goals however 
needed to achieve the mission. Leverages resources through key relationships built in advance. Is incredibly 
resourceful, creating innovative “MacGyver-like” solutions. Resilience and collaboration yields consistent 
success even under volatile and adverse conditions. Invests heavily to sustain success. 
 
Coach: How can you replicate yourself? Who can you mentor to help develop? 


